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How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government

Are there any suggestions that you wish to make in respect of the proposed themes, questions and indicators which are included in the framework as it stands?

It is good that a perspective on economic, social and cultural rights is included. This is important.

- We would suggest that that indicator number 2 in Category X, Theme A, Group A: Gender, Question A4, is reformulated so that it also includes prevention: “Evidence of government, law enforcement and judicial action to provide prevention and protection to women against online gender-based a) harassment and b) violence” (page 26).

- It could be useful to include a perspective of accountability in a few indicators. Not only in Category M (page 23), but also in:
  - Category R, Theme A (page 6) especially since redress is mentioned, but also in relation to training for law officers, judges and legal professionals (page 7).
  - Category X, Theme A, Group A: Gender. It would be useful to include a perspective of accountability in indicator A4 (page 26).